
Research and Outline Basics 
 
Question 1: What are some ways of finding a topic? 
Answer 1:  

Start with prewriting (the activities a writer performs before actually writing). Maybe 
you know that you want to write about architecture but do not know what angle to 
explore. Architecture is a broad topic, after all; it is much too large to address in a 
single standard research paper. Prewriting can help you find a specific element of 
architecture to investigate. 

Freewriting is a type of prewriting; in freewriting, an author simply writes down 
everything that comes to his or her mind, regardless of spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation. Brainstorming is a similar technique, but brainstorming typically takes a 
list format and is sometimes performed by a group of people instead of only one 
person. Clustering is also useful. In clustering, the author writes down a word or idea 
in the middle of a page, thinks of other ideas that relate to it (no matter how 
tangentially), and then draws lines connecting the related ideas. Putting potential ideas 
on paper can give a visual reinforcement of how to write about a topic.  

Use other people. Talk to people about an idea or concept in which you are interested. 
You may find a completely new perspective. Interview people, ask questions, start 
debates—anything to encourage discussion. Reading, watching television, listening to 
the radio, and visiting Web sites are also great ways to pinpoint a topic. 

Question 2: How do I search for information? 
Answer 2:  

Once you have settled on a topic, think of some keywords relating to the topic. 
Keywords are choice terms that allow you to search efficiently. If your topic is the 
occurrence of crime among adolescent drug users, some keywords of this topic would 
be crime, adolescent, and drug. Try several combinations and variations of these 
keywords (e.g., crime and adolescent and drug or crime and teenagers and drugs)  

By using your keywords, you will obtain results from all kinds of sources, including 
books, journal articles, and Web sites. Use several search engines to get the most (and 
most varied) results.  

Question 3: What are primary, secondary, and tertiary sources? 
Answer 3:  

Sources are classified according to type: primary, secondary, and tertiary. A primary 
source is a source that comes directly from the author (e.g., an author’s novel, poem, 
letters, or interview). Any original material that comes from the author is a primary 
source. Secondary sources comment upon primary sources; their aim is to interpret and 
evaluate original material. Finally, tertiary sources are collections of both primary and 



secondary sources. The following is a good example to illustrate all three types: You 
are writing a research paper on Shakespeare’s The Tempest. The primary source in this 
case would be the play itself or anything that Shakespeare may have written or said 
about the play. A secondary source would be a critical review of the play such as a 
journal article or dissertation. A tertiary source would be an index of relevant 
material such as an encyclopedia of famous plays. Because secondary and tertiary 
sources are further removed from the original material, writers should use primary 
material first and foremost.  

Question 4: How do I know if sources are scholarly or nonscholarly? 
Answer 4:  

Sources considered scholarly usually look the part; they may contain graphs or charts 
and many in-text citations. More often than not, articles are written by a scholar on the 
subject, and the language is a bit more complex than what is found in a nonscholarly 
article; scholarly articles assume that the audience possesses some level of background 
knowledge. Also, look at the publisher—if the material is published by a university 
press or other professional organization, chances are it is a scholarly source. Examples 
of scholarly sources include the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) 
and The American Economic Review (Distinguishing Scholarly Journals, n.d.). 

Conversely, nonscholarly sources may look a bit more exciting—they may have glossy 
pages and lots of photographs or drawings. You will not find many citations in  
nonscholarly sources, and articles are usually written by a freelance or staff writer who 
is usually neither an expert on the subject nor a person who has an academic 
background. The language used is simpler and directed to a general audience who may 
not have prior knowledge of the subject. The publisher is usually a commercial 
publishing house. Examples of nonscholarly sources include People, Time, and 
Reader’s Digest magazines. 
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Question 5: What is an outline? 
Answer 5:  

An outline is an organized list of topics and corresponding subtopics. In an outline, 
information is classified using Roman numerals, letters, and numbers. The purpose of 
an outline is to provide a map for the writer; the writer may know what he or she wants 
to say but may need help determining how to organize that on paper. This is where the 
outline is applied. The writer lists the most important points of the topic and then lists 
facts about these points below them.  



The outline serves as a visual reminder of how the paper should progress. Many writers 
employ outlines before they compose an essay. Others prefer to make an outline after 
the essay is written. Both methods are helpful. Compose an outline before writing your 
paper, write the paper, and then create an outline from the paper itself. Compare the 
two—do they match? Is some information that is included in the first outline missing 
from the second or vice versa? Are there points that could be deleted without detracting 
from the essay? This is a great exercise to help writers stay on track and keep their 
information structured in such a way that makes it easily understood by the audience.   

Question 6: Why do I need to cite my sources? 
Answer 6:  

Whenever you write an essay or other paper and you use outside research, you must 
give credit to the source that you used. If you do not identify your source, this is 
considered plagiarism. Plagiarism is a form of cheating, and it is a serious offense. 
Using someone else’s work and claiming it for your own (which is essentially what 
you are doing when you do not cite your sources) is stealing and not tolerated by 
universities and other institutions. 

Whenever you use someone else’s exact words, you must cite that person. If you use 
someone’s ideas, but you rephrase the ideas in your own words, you are still using an 
idea that is not your own. To rephrase an idea in your own words is paraphrasing. 
When you paraphrase, you must credit the source from which the idea came. The 
general rule for when to cite a source when you are not using a direct quote is this: If 
you or your audience did not know an idea or fact before reading it in your paper, you 
must give credit to the source. If, for example, you mention in your essay that the 
Declaration of Independence was signed on July 4, 1776, you do not need to cite this 
source—even if you did read it in another source. This is considered a commonly 
known fact. If, however, you state that 37% of girls under the age of 14 have smoked at 
least once, you must cite the source; one can reasonably assume that a general audience 
is not aware of this statistic. If you are unsure about whether a fact is common 
knowledge or not, ask your instructor or a librarian.  

Question 7: Where can I find information on APA style? 
Answer 7:  

Just like calculators exist for people who have not memorized esoteric mathematical 
facts like the square root of 597, style guides exist for people who do not know every 
rule of APA style. APA style is highly specific and exacting, and students are not 
expected to memorize every one of its rules. 

You may find information on how to use APA style in several places; a great place to 
start is at a library. At a library, you may find a list of sources including Web sites that 
offer examples of papers written in APA style. You may also find Web sites that 
provide directions on how to cite sources such as a book with one author and an editor, 



a personal interview, a journal article, and a Web page.  

APA usage directions may also be found on the Internet—simply perform a search 
using the keywords APA style. The APA Web site is another great resource. Software 
programs such as EndNote can cite sources for you; however, as a writer, you must be 
vigilant about the program's accuracy. There is no substitute for the human eye. If you 
find that you will often have to write papers in APA style for college classes or for a 
job, you may find it worthwhile to purchase a style manual. The official APA manuals 
can be purchased on the APA Web site or in any bookstore. 

Question 8: Why should I perform Internet searches with several different search 
engines? 
Answer 8:  
Not all search engines return the same results, so to obtain the most exhaustive list of 
sources, students should use more than one. Some common search engines include the 
following: 

• Yahoo!  
• Google  
• MSN  
• Lycos  
• AltaVista  
• Dogpile  
• Firefox  
• Mamma  

Many more exist, and some people prefer certain search engines to others.  

In addition, try using several combinations of keywords. Surrounding keywords with 
quotation marks (“ ”) can yield different results than including the word and between 
words. Try various ways of searching; chances are, you will get diverse results each 
time. 

Question 9: How might I use note cards to organize my research? 
Answer 9:  

The note card technique is widely taught, and you may find that it is beneficial in 
organizing your research. First, gather sources by performing a search of an online 
library or the Internet. You might also find it helpful to visit your local library and 
check out books on your topic. Print, make copies, or simply write down the quotes, 
ideas, or facts you would like to use in your essay. If you are using a direct quote, do 
not forget to surround it with quotation marks so you do not forget later that someone 
else said it. It is very important to include the citation information as well so you do not 
have to duplicate your efforts later. 

After you have gathered this research, write each piece of this information on a 



separate note card, taking care to include the citation. Give each note card a simple 
descriptive heading. For example, if your topic is television shows of the 1970s, your 
headings might be The Brady Bunch and Sanford and Son, among others. You can then 
choose to color code these headings to facilitate the process of compiling them in a 
logical format.  

After you have assigned headings to each note card, arrange them in the appropriate 
order. You may find it helpful to make an outline first, or you might simply 
arrange/rearrange the cards. Either way, doing this will give you a rudimentary 
structure for your essay to follow. From the note cards, you may begin writing your 
essay, making sure to fill in the gaps with your own commentary and citing your 
sources properly along the way.  

Question 10: Why is proper formatting and citation important? 
Answer 10:  

Several formatting and citation styles exist; APA is the type you will use most 
frequently. APA style is a set of rules and guidelines designed to lend uniformity to all 
papers written in this style. APA style dictates proper appearance of titles, headings, 
spacing, punctuation, and citation. If writers did not use a style such as APA, no 
continuity would exist among research papers. Adherence to APA or another style will 
ensure that your reader can follow along easily and know where to expect citations and 
references. 

Writing a paper that does not follow a particular style is sometimes acceptable 
depending on its context, but nearly all academic essays demand the use of APA or 
another style. Using the designated style incorrectly (or not using it at all) is 
unprofessional and sloppy. Just like failing to correct grammatical, spelling, or 
punctuation mistakes, failure to employ APA style is to your detriment. Without proper 
formatting and citation, your work can seem careless and incomplete.  

 


